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For drawing your own comics, here's a book with 127 pages, each with the borders for 6 comics
panels already printed in. This "staggered" edition alternates between tiers with a larger panel
followed by a smaller one, and tiers with a smaller panel followed by a larger; if you want six
equal panels, look for The Blank Comic Book Panelbook - Basic. (Please note: This is intended
as a idea and design sketchbook, not for final work. The paper is neither archival nor acid-free.)

About the AuthorAbout Comics is the publisher of the acclaimed Panel One: Comic Book Scripts
By Top Writer. In 2004, About Comics launched the original 24 Hour Comics Day, an
international annual celebration of comics creation.
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Travis Mintz, “Product is as advertised. This product is exactly as advertised”

Polka Dot, “Encourages creativity. For the creative individuals, both artistic and the writers alike.”

okay, “cool! same page layout over and over again though. this is very cool and I think I will have
fun with it. kind of sucks all the pages are the same layout but I guess it is okay”

Joey, “Good. It's good but I was looking for bigger ones but this will work”

Cynthia B., “not for proffesionals. I do suggest this product for people who want to practice
drawing on comic panels or to give to a young kid but if you plan to gift this to an experienced
artist or want one for yourself  as an experienced comic artist I don't recommend.”

Ben Mattos, “Great blank comic book. One template.. PROS: lots of pages for practice, compact
design.CONS: non-archival paper, one standard template.This blank book is great to draw in
and sketch out ideas for comic books. As each page is a mirror of the previous page, there is
really only one template to choose from, just a reverse image. More of a series of comic strips
than a graphic novel. But the paper is relatively decent, not too thin but I think heavy inks would
bleed through. It is not archival nor acid-free paper either.Still, it's a perfect gift for anyone
interested in creating comics. Makes a great artist's sketchbook to flesh out ideas in without the
pressure of wasting more professional grade paper. I liked that it was so affordable too, so I
bought a second one!Of all the blank comics out there, I prefer this one. The slightly smaller
dimensions make it easier to carry around and doodle on the go, while the 127 pages are
enough to get really creative in.Highly recommend!”

Hannah Rhodes, “So much fun for kids. Absolutely love this blank comic book! One of my boys
got one for Christmas and was such a hit I bought one for the rest of them! Keeps them busy and
puts there imaginations to work! Recommend these to anyone with kids!”

Michael, “Love it. Bought 2 for my nephew and he loves it he's been drawing comics since he got
them.”

Lesley, “Good buy.. My daughters a keen drawer and was creating her own comic designs so
this was perfect. She has been happy with the quality while drawing and that it's nice and thick.
Worth the money”

MB, “Good gift for everyone interested in story boarding. Thought this was a great gift for a
young relative heavily into creating artwork and story lines.She was delighted and unaware such



a product existed.”

Michael, “Good quality paper. Good quality paper, A4 size...I'm not sure if it is high enough
quality for professionals but it was a gift for someone and it seemed pretty decent.”

The book by Loretta Roome has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 588 people have provided feedback.
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